TN01_ Mode Change

The assigned mode for this case is: [RTab.X090_PrefMode_V]

This interview was not completed in the assigned mode. Please explain why the suggested mode was not used for conducting this interview.

SELECT up to two responses

1. Medical reasons; including hearing problems
2. Personal reasons
3. Language problems
21. No access to reliable phone
22. Mode selected to persuade r/proxy to participate
25. Iw suspended and different mode used to complete iw
27. Interviewer selected mode due to own health/injury/convenience/safety/weather etc.

*94. Living Proxy Interview; Not Further Specified
*95. Exit/Post Exit Interview; Not Further Specified

96. Interviewer error, program error, or iw was conducted in suggested mode
97. Other (specify)
98. DK (Don't Know)
99. RF (Refused)

*Note that codes 94 and 95 do not need to be displayed to the IWER, and would only be used for coding purposes.

TN02_ Mode Change -Other (specify)

The assigned mode for this case is: [RTab.X090_PrefMode_V]

This interview was not completed in the assigned mode. Please explain why the suggested mode was not used for conducting this interview.

Other (specify) ________________________________

TN03_ Assisted Interview

How much of the time did R receive assistance with this interview?

(1) Never
(2) A few times
(3) Most or all of the time

TN04_ Assistant relationship

What is the relationship to the R of the person who assisted with the interview?
(1) Spouse/partner
(2) Child/Child-in-law
(3) Other relative
(4) Other individual
(5) Professional
(6) Other

******************************************************************************

TN05_

Self Iw Only:
If this interview was completed successfully, thank the respondent for the
interview. Remember to mention that someone from Ann Arbor may be calling
the R to verify that the interview was completed properly.

Ask All:
About what percent, if any, of this interview was conducted in Spanish?

(1) 0%     All in English
(2) 25%    Mostly in English, the rest in Spanish
(3) 50%    About half in Spanish and half in English
(4) 75%    Mostly in Spanish the rest in English
(5) 100%   All in Spanish

******************************************************************************